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Attack on Titan 27
The time has come. The forces are aligning. The war has begun! Has Rick brought about the demise of
everything he's built? Or will he triumph once again? Know thisthere will be a cost. Collects THE
WALKING DEAD #157-162

Kodansha Comics Digital Sampler - REAL
The blockbuster action manga that inspired the epic anime stampedes towards its climax! The saga of
humanity and the predatory Titans edges closer to its thrilling conclusions. The mysteries of the Titans
are being revealed who will escape death at the hands of giants and human beings?

Attack on Titan
Kyoko’s having trouble getting into the role of Cain’s sister. But is it because she can’t relate to a
spoiled punk princess, or because she can’t let go of the fact that Ren is playing Cain? And Ren faces
his own challenge with the situation. Can he stand to have the woman he loves treat him like a brother?
-- VIZ Media

Attack on Titan: Lost Girls
The blockbuster manga that inspired the epic anime, airing now on Adult Swim's Toonami! MINUTES
TO MIDNIGHT Eren has infiltrated Marley territory and dealt the empire a devastating blow. But the
real goal of the mission was always to get Zeke back to Paradis Island in secrecy. Now that this Titan
heir of royal blood is inside the Walls, the island's military government has its "earth-rumbling" weapon
of mass destruction. But has this supposed deterrent actually started a countdown to total world war?

Berserk Deluxe Volume 2
Raised in torment, young Guts is hardened into a fearsome warrior, drawing the attention of the
charismatic Griffith, commander of the elite Band of the Hawk. This crossroads will take Guts to fame
and glory and damnation!
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Attack on Titan: No Regrets
TAKE A STAND FOR HUMANITY Kuklo left the walls behind for one reason: To see a Titan for
himself,?and finally banish the doubts that have dogged him about his own?humanity. That mission has
been accomplished, but not everything has?gone according to plan. Now Kuklo is on the run with the
Survey?Corps from a 10-meter-class Titan. But it soon becomes clear to Kuklo?and Commander Pikale
that they have no chance to reach the wall in?time. To live, they'll have to fight!

Attack on Titan 30
Brand new anime episode on DVD: "Attack on Titan: No Regrets" - the backstory of Captain Levi!
Special variant dust jacket by comics artist Cameron Stewart (Batgirl, Catwoman)! AVE MARIA The
Survey Corps has overthrown the Royal Government and swept away the tyranny of the king. The next
step: Move to retake Wall Maria, with the helpf of a newly-discovered metallic ore and Eren's
miraculous Titan hardening powers. But as humanity pulls together, its enemies also unite beyond the
Walls now that the Beast Titan has joined Reiner and Bertolt, what havoc will they wreak?

Attack on Titan: Before the Fall
"You are a member of the 104th Training Corps. Fighters like you, equipped with vertical maneuvering
gear, are humanity's first, last, and only hope against the Titans. But when the Colossus Titan appears
and smashes the gates of Wall Rose, all of your training will be useless if it doesn't keep you alive. In this
interactive, branching-path novel, your choices will determine everything--what you are willing to do to
defeat the monsters that threaten your civilization with extinction? Join Eren, Mikasa, Armin, and Levi
in their fight against the Titans! -- Page [4] of cover.

Skip

Beat!

MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT Eren has infiltrated Marley territory and dealt the empire a devastating
blow. But the real goal of the mission was always to get Zeke back to Paradis Island in secrecy. Now that
this Titan heir of royal blood is inside the Walls, the island’s military government has its “earthrumbling” weapon of mass destruction. But has this supposed deterrent actually started a countdown to
total world war?

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
Are you looking for a fun gift for someone close to you? This is a perfect blank, lined notebook for men,
women, and children. Great for taking down notes, reminders, and crafting to-do lists. Also a great
creativity gift for decoration or for a notebook for school or office! This notebook is an excellent
accessory for your desk at home or at the office. It's the perfect travel size to fit in a laptop bag or
backpack. Use it on the go and you will keep all of your notes and reminders organized in one place.
Professionally designed this 6" x 9" inches, 120 Page notebook provides the medium for you to detail
your thoughts. Buy your notebook today and begin to fill the Pre-lined pages with your heart's desire.
Your new notebook includes Fresh white paper 6" x 9" inches, 120 Page format paper color: White We
have even more wonderful titles that you'll enjoy! Be sure to click on the author's name for other great
notebook ideas.

Giganto Maxia
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The Kodansha Comics Digital Sampler - REAL contains the full first chapters of all of our "real-life"
manga series, including Arisa, Bloody Monday, Danza, Genshiken Omnibus, Genshiken: Second
Season, I Am Here, Kitchen Princess, Missions of Love, Sayonara Zetsubou-Sensei, and Vinland Saga.

Attack on Titan 18 Special Edition W/DVD
THE CHASE IS ON! Erwin and the Survey Corps desperately mount a rescue operation to take Eren
back from the Colossus Titan and Armored Titan. But without the numbers to form up properly outside
the walls, how can the humans catch up before they're all slaughtered? Just whose side is Ymir on? And
will Eren ever see his friends again? PRAISE FOR THE HIT ANIME "A visceral and fantastically
intense action/horror story." - Anime News Network ? "Japan's equivalent of The Walking Dead." - io9

My Little Monster
In this post-apocalyptic sci-fi story, humanity has been devastated by the bizarre, giant humanoids
known as The Titans. Little is known about where they came from or why they are bent on consuming
mankind. Seemingly unintelligent, they have roamed the world for years, killing everyone they see. For
the past century, what's left of the human race has hidden in a giant, three-walled city.

Attack on Titan: No Regrets
FINAL VOLUME! The school-aged hijinks of your favorite Attack on Titan characters come to a sad
but hilarious end in this extra-long, 512-page volume!

Attack on Titan
RUTHLESS SAVIOR After years as a lonely double agent, Zeke finally returns to the good graces of
his home island of Paradis. Still, the Survey Corps refuses to let him meet Eren–the other ingredient in
the earth-shaking weapon– for fear the explosive duo will be impossible to control. Meanwhile, the
public responds badly to the military’s open distrust of their hero Eren, and the detention of the
Marleyan volunteers spurs an uprising. Amid the turmoil, Eren takes matters into his own hands…

Attack on Titan: Junior High 5
Attack on Titan: Lost Girls the Manga 2
Swan River Colony, Australia, 1895 All suffragette Esme Smith wants is respect. Her beau, American
inventor Jed Reeve, may be more enlightened than most men, but lately his need to protect her is at
odds with her need for independence. Esme begins to wonder if a modern woman can share her life with
a man without losing some of herself. With his courtship of Esme stalled, the last thing Jed needs is the
pressure of saving the Prince of Wales. But when blueprints for a sonic destroyer fall into his hands, he
uncovers an anarchist plot that could have deadly consequences. While investigating the threats, Jed is
determined to keep Esme out of harm's way, despite her protests. But when the terrorists capture Jed
and demand a priceless emerald in exchange for his life, it's Esme who must draw on all her strength to
save the day. 34,000 words

Highly Inappropriate Tales for Young People
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Attack on Titan 28
The blockbuster manga that inspired the epic anime, airing now on Adult Swim's Toonami! The saga of
humanity and the predatory Titans edges closer to its thrilling conclusions. The mysteries of the Titans
are being revealed who will escape death at the hands of giants and human beings?

Back Street Girls 5
The Gokudols are joined by a high schooler named Yui who looks up to and admires them! Meanwhile,
Boss Inugane's wife, Natsuko Tanaka, is still furious for being cheated on and starts taking active
measures to carry out her revenge!! Now the Gokudols have to deal with one of their own being
headhunted and stolen from the group! The poor idols keep delivering zany adventures in this popular
gag series that's off the beaten path and beating a path of its own!

Attack on Titan
The story of Captain Levi, Attack on Titan's most beloved character, collected in a single, 400-page
hardcover in glorious full color! The Complete, Color Saga of the Thief and the Soldier In Attack on
Titan, Erwin Smith and Captain Levi are an inseparable duo, the calculating brain and pumping heart
of the Survey Corps. But their past was a mystery, until the release of the globally-acclaimed bestseller
Attack on Titan: No Regrets. Years earlier, the young Erwin was an ambitious military ladder-climber
and political prodigy, while Levi lived in another world under the elite's feet, the Underground. In this
place, humans are born and die surrounded by the garbage the Capital throws away, and only the lucky
or the ruthless have a chance to emerge onto the surface and see the Sun. Under a fierce exterior, Levi
longs for a life of dignity for himself and his friends, while Erwin's lifelong obsession with the Titans
drives him to depths of moral ambiguity. The two men's collision course will lead to tension, tragedy,
and the greatest team of Titan-fighters humanity will ever know. Direct from Japan in a newly-colorized
edition Includes never-before-published bonus stories and illustrations

Attack on Titan Sampler
Attack on Titan 27
After carving a place for itself in war-torn 17th century Europe, the modern time-displaced town of
Grantville, West Virginia has established its new mission and identity. Yet some have been left
behind people like goodtime Bernie Zeppi, courageous in battle, but a bust in life. Bernie gets his
second chance when he s hired to help Mother Russia modernize. Now war with Poland is afoot and
Russia is about to get a revolution from within three centuries early! It s do or die time for good-time
Bernie. His task: to save the Russian woman he has come to love and the country he has come to call his
own from collapse into a new Dark Age. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management).

1636: The Kremlin Games
The first in a thrilling, action-packed middle grade trilogy, which School Library Journal declared "will
likely find the same wide appeal as Rick Riordan's Percy Jackson books. The Cloak Society: An elite
organization of supervillains graced with extraordinary powers. Ten years ago the Cloak Society was
defeated by Sterling City's superheroes, the Rangers of Justice, and vanished without a trace. But the
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villains have been waiting for the perfect moment to resurface. . . . Twelve-year-old Alex Knight is a
dedicated junior member of Cloak who has spent years mastering his telekinetic superpowers and
preparing for the day when Cloak will rise to power again. Cloak is everything he believes in. But during
his debut mission, Alex does the unthinkable: He saves the life of a Junior Ranger of Justice. Even worse
. . . she becomes his friend. And the more time he spends with her, the more Alex wonders what, exactly,
he's been fighting for.

Attack on Titan 28
Kuklo had spent his entire life in cages, feared and hated as "the Titan's son." Then he met Sharle
Inocencio, a young girl who defied her father and brother to care for and educate the abused boy in
secret -- and plot his escape from the dungeon, and her escape from her betrothal. But the night they've
dreamed of brings new horrors with it, and Kuklo becomes obsessed with proving that he is not the
monster everyone has always assumed him to be. That means meeting a Titan for himself, in person.

The Cloak Society
Although Yuji Itadori looks like your average teenager, his immense physical strength is something to
behold! Every sports club wants him to join, but Itadori would rather hang out with the school outcasts
in the Occult Research Club. One day, the club manages to get their hands on a sealed cursed object.
Little do they know the terror they’ll unleash when they break the seal -- VIZ Media

Courting Trouble
The divine live among usin a flat in western Tokyo! After centuries of hard work, Jesus and Buddha take
a break from their heavenly duties to relax among the people of Japan, and their adventures in this
lighthearted buddy comedy are sure to bring mirth and merriment to all! Buddha the Enlightened One
and Jesus, Son of God have successfully brought the 20th century to a close, and after a few millennia of
guiding humanity to salvation, these two sacred ones are in need of some rest and relaxation. They
decide to share an apartment on Earth in Tokyo, but living among mortals in the 21st century is no
cakewalk for the saintly duo They may find it difficult to navigate modern Japanese living, but Jesus'
carefree attitude along with Buddha's domestic qualities and maybe a few divine interventions will surely
allow them to enjoy their new lives with peace and love.

Composition Notebook: Attack on Titan Vol. 27 Anime Journal/Notebook, College
Ruled 6 X 9 Inches, 120 Pages
47 Ronin
In the grand tradition of Edward Gorey's Gashlycrumb Tinies, Tim Burton's Melancholy Death of
Oyster Boy and Hillaire Belloc's Cautionary Tales for Children, comes Douglas Coupland and Graham
Roumieu's Highly Inappropriate Tales for Young People. Ever wonder what would happen if Douglas
Coupland's unhinged imagination met Graham Roumieu's insane knack for illustrating the ridiculously
weird? The answer is seven deliciously wicked tales featuring seven highly improbable, not only
inappropriate, characters, including Donald the Incredibly Hostile Juice Box, Hans the Weird Exchange
Student, Brandon the Action Figure with Issues and Kevin the Hobo Minivan with Extremely Low
Morals. If you are over the age of consent, seriously weird or just like to laugh, you'll love the unlovable
miscreants who unleash their dark and unruly desires on every page of these unsuitable, completely
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hilarious tales.

Attack on Titan Guidebook: INSIDE & OUTSIDE
100 million years after the Great Destruction, life hangs on in the wastelands with human, demi-humans,
and massive creatures fighting for survival. With the Empire of Olympus using colossal beasts to crush
their adversaries, only gladiator Delos, mystic Prome, and the titan Gohra they become can hope to stem
genocide and heal the shattered Earth! From the immense imagination of Berserk creator Kentaro
Miura comes Giganto Maxia, a science-fiction/fantasy manga of titanic proportions!

Attack on Titan Choose Your Path Adventure 2
Takigi Oze, detective in the army's Criminal Investigation Division and brother to Company 8's own
Maki, investigates a case that takes him into the Nether. When he almost doesn't make it out alive, his
father--the general--decides it's time for the army to do something about the Evangelist. The general
enlists the help of the Special Fire Force, but adds one more demand: Maki must return to the military.

Attack on Titan 20 Special Edition W/DVD
REMEMBER YOUR TRUE ENEMY Erwin's political enemies have hired Levi and his crew to take
back some?incriminating documents. Their reward: the right to live a proud life?above ground, in the
royal capital. But deep in Titan territory, it's going?to be tough to break formation and steal from a
squad leader, and Levi?still insists on killing the man who humiliated him after the mission is?complete.
Of course, beyond the walls anything can happen, and a?sudden change in Levi's fortunes will force him
to face the greatest?regret in his life FINAL VOLUME! From the Trade Paperback edition.

Attack on Titan
* Includes exclusive anime episode "A Sudden Visitor" on DVD! * Includes original variant dust jacket
by David Mack (Jessica Jones, Kabuki) FACING ANNIHILATION The Survey Corps's quest for the
truth of the world inside the Walls has brought them back to Titan-infested Shiganshina District, a mere
stone's throw from Eren's childhood home. They have come to execute Erwin's final gambit, reclaiming
Wall Maria and the secrets of humanity's past. But the Colossus Titan, the Armored Titan, and the
Beast Titan have been waiting for them, and saving humanity will require the most difficult sacrifice the
Corps has ever had to make

Attack on Titan 31
AN EXCLUSIVE LOOK AT THE CREATION OF EREN & THE TITANS! ? This exhaustive
guide to the smash hit manga that inspired the sensational anime includes: ??? ?New exclusive
interviews with Attack on Titan creator Hajime Isayama, his editor, and the staff of the anime
adaptation ??? ?Concept art from behind the scenes of the anime and manga, including 16 pages in full
color ??? ?An exhaustive guide to the characters, from life behind the walls to death in a Titan's belly,
including new, original art by Isayama ??? ?Papercraft kit to create your own Colossal Titan head
??? ?The 54-page, never-before-seen Attack on Titan pilot manga! GO BEHIND THE WALLS AND
DISCOVER THE SECRETS OF ATTACK ON TITAN!

Saint Young Men 6
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When a new race of aliens stumbles upon the ancient star gates that make interstellar travel possible,
humankind sends a team of scientists to study a newly discovered planet populated with an alien society
in which everyone agrees on the truth. Reprint.

Attack on Titan: Before the Fall
WHAT NO ONE KNEW… That day, Annie Leonhart woke up in the barracks. It was the morning of
her day off. The feeling of freedom doesn’t last long, for tomorrow holds her biggest mission yet:
During the 57th Expedition Outside the Walls, seize Eren Yaeger.

Probability Moon
THE THIEF AND THE SOLDIER The young Erwin Smith is a rising star in the Survey Corps,
humanity's only hope of defeating the man-eating monsters known as Titans. Ruthless and dispassionate,
Erwin's mind is devoted to strategies and intrigue. But beneath Erwin's feet is another world, the
Underground, where humans are born and die surrounded by the garbage the Capital throws away.
Here, the criminal Levi survives on his wits and agility. But when these two ambitious men cross paths,
who will prove himself stronger? The long-awaited origin story of Levi and Erwin, two of Attack on
Titan's most beloved characters!

Fire Force 18
The Walking Dead Vol. 27: The Whisper War
TEACH US, ERWIN! What do you get when you combine a bunch of unstable teenagers, a school full
of mysteries, and giant monsters? Attack on Titan: Junior High, one of the weirdest manga parodies
you'll ever read! In this volume, the holy Mr. Erwin makes his debut, and it seems Eren's the only one
not in love with their new teacher. Then, an odd set of circumstances pit Armin and Levi against one
another! Over 300 more pages of ridiculous Titan comedy! "I want to hate this, and I can't. You win,
Attack on Titan: Junior High." - Fandom Post "Very good comedy, with lots of quotable bits." - Manga
Bookshelf

Jujutsu Kaisen, Vol. 1
This box set contains the first four volumes of the hit manga series. A great gift for any manga-loving fan,
or just people who love stories about the battle to survive against man-eating giants that are threatening
to eat you, your family, and everyone you know. Story Locale: The post-apocalyptic future Series
Overview: Humanity has been devastated by the bizarre, giant humanoids known as the Titans. Little is
known about where they came from or why they are bent on consuming humanity. Seemingly
unintelligent, they have roamed the world killing off humankind for years. For the past century, what's
left of mankind has hidden in a giant, three-walled city. People believe their 100-meter-high walls will
protect them from the Titans, which are 10 to 20 meters tall. But the sudden appearance of of an
immense Titan is about to change everything.
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